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Abstract Generating a realistic earth model that simultaneously fits data observed
at multiple well locations has been a long-standing problem in petroleum geology.
Two insights are offered for solving this problem in a Bayesian framework. The first
is conceptual—it connects geologic inversion to the new field of probabilistic programming and shows that the usual description of a Bayesian problem in terms of a
graphical model is inadequate for describing a process-based geologic model due to
the dynamics of the generative algorithm. This is a paradigm shift in probabilistic modeling where stochastic generative models are represented using a syntax resembling
modern programming languages. Probabilistic programming allows one to generalize
this structure to include complex programming concepts, while also simplifying the
process of developing new inference algorithms. The second insight is algorithmic
and involves using variational inference to derive a simpler, more computationally
tractable approximation to the posterior probability density function. If this surrogate distribution is close to the true posterior, it allows for very fast simulation of an
arbitrary number of models that all fit the data equally well. This study focuses on
the particular geologic formation known as submarine lobes: elongated pancake-like
formations which are sequentially laid down, one on top of the other over geologic
time, forming potential petroleum reservoirs. The location and orientation of the lobes
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at each time step are the variables that are optimized so that, at the final time step,
all available well data are approximately fit. The methodology is illustrated on synthetic data as a proof-of-concept, and compared to several alternatives. An important
conclusion is that, even though the variational approximation is crude, it produces
better predictions than any point-based method, including maximum likelihood. The
fact that probabilistic programming outperforms conventional Bayesian approaches
in the case of lobe models offers the potential for attacking more complicated forward
models where multiple geologic processes are simultaneously active.
Keywords Inversion · Bayesian · Conditional simulation · Lobes ·
Process-based · Probabilistic · Graphical model · Posterior

1 Introduction
Conditioning refers to finding a geologically realistic model of the subsurface that fits
all available data. These data may include well logs, cores, interpreted facies, seismic
data, gravity data, etc. Due to the ill-posed nature of this problem (i.e., many models
fit the data equally well), extra information must be imposed on the problem to give
a unique solution. In the Bayesian framework the extra information about a system
takes the form of an assumed prior probabilistic structure over the parameters being
estimated. The prior probability may be assigned explicitly to the parameters, or else
defined implicitly by model generation rules. In either case, the conditional probabilistic relationships between parameters can typically be represented by a graphical
model, which has become a standard way of conceptualizing estimation problems. The
mapping from model parameters to observed data is provided by a probabilistic likelihood function. Given the prior distribution, the likelihood function, and the observed
data, the conditioning problem is then to find a model consistent with all pieces of
information. Inversion is the related but far more difficult problem of characterizing
the posterior probability distribution implied by the data (i.e., the range of consistent
models and their relative likelihoods).
Previous attempts at geologic inversion can be broadly categorized into two different approaches: geostatistical and process-based. Geostatistical methods include
the traditional two-point kriging/conditional simulation methods (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989; Journel 1988), as well as modern multi-point statistical (MPS) methods
(Strebelle 2002; Wu et al. 2008). The graphical structure in this case represents the
relationships between petrophysical parameters at discrete spatial locations within a
three-dimensional volume. Whereas the two-point methods aim to honor only the second order statistics of a (usually) Gaussian probability density function (PDF), most
multi-point statistical methods are more general and aim to construct and sample from
a non-Gaussian high-dimensional distribution that captures complex geologic patterns
(i.e., spatially extensive stacked curvilinear formations). While the MPS methods are
able to describe richer and arguably more realistic models than two-point statistics (certainly after conditioning to real data), they fall short on two counts. First, the methods
are purely statistical-pattern based and hence MPS may still yield unphysical or unrealistic models, especially when conditioned to sparse data. Second, the combinatorics
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of MPS models quickly give rise to a curse-of-dimensionality problem, making inference intractable, even in models with only a moderate number of variables (which in
the case of MPS applications are the number of pixels in a neighborhood template).
Process-based methods (Sylvester et al. 2011; Pyrcz et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2009;
Karssenberg et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2008) are dynamic algorithms that attempt to
mimic the processes of sediment transport and deposition that originally created the
now buried stratigraphy (Koltermann and Gorelick 1996). These are most commonly
process-imitating rule-based approaches, since full fluid-dynamical computations are
currently too slow to be used iteratively to fit data. In contrast to geostatistical models,
process-based models are hard-wired to produce geologically consistent output—
each run of the program is guaranteed to generate a physically realistic subsurface
model. Each timestep of a process-based model updates the current (top) depositional
surface, where deposition/erosion may be specified either implicitly via local transport
rules (cellular models), or explicitly via placement of large-scale landforms (object
models), or via some combination of the two (Hajek and Wolinsky 2012). Processbased models, however, have traditionally been hard to condition to observed data.
Furthermore, even if previous timesteps in the dynamic process fit the data, it is possible
that later timesteps completely erase the results of the earlier ones (due to erosion),
thus dis-allowing a sequential data fitting algorithm in the general case. A directed
graphical model can represent the causal structure in a process-based method, but, as
shown below, has limitations.
In this work, the focus is exclusively on process-based modeling of purely depositional stratigraphy by stochastic placement of surface objects and does not examine
geostatistical methods, cellular models, or mixed erosional/depositional systems. The
parameters being optimized are the locations and orientations of depositional bodies
(lobes) being laid down at every timestep. Probabilistic programming is used to both
define the joint distribution over lobes and observed variables (thereby generalizing
the directed graph structure), as well as to perform inference about the latent variables
given observed data. Another contribution is a novel, automatic variational inference
method (Wainwright and Jordan 2008) for probabilistic programs as a way to construct an approximation to the posterior PDF, thus allowing one to easily generate
multiple conditional simulations. This is demonstrated to be superior to several other
commonly used methods.
In the following section, the details of the chosen process-based model—lobes—is
examined. This is followed with a section on Bayesian inference, graphical models,
and probabilistic programming. After this a variational approximation to the posterior
PDF is defined. Then the results of the methods are applied to a synthetic data set
generated using a real paleo-bathymetric topographic low as the initial condition. In
the final section conclusions are presented.

2 Process-Based Geologic Modeling: Lobes
Sedimentary geologists desire computer programs that generate three-dimensional
volumes of digital rock that capture the geometric relationships and material properties observed in real rock formations, particularly the spatial distribution of (potentially
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hydrocarbon-bearing) reservoir vs. non-reservoir rock (e.g., sand vs. mud, in the simplest case). Further, they wish to run these programs in such a way that they produce
an ensemble of models that fit observed geophysical measurements, thereby gaining
probabilistic information on subsurface uncertainty. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) models honor the physics of sedimentation to a high degree and produce realistic patterns, but are too slow and memory intensive to be run iteratively to find a single
model that fits the data, let alone to produce multiple equi-probable realizations. Therefore, process-imitating rule-based models have been developed as a computationally
fast alternative. These are approximate dynamical programs that follow simple rules
to mimic the effects of sediment erosion and deposition over geologic time, producing
a sequence of surfaces and layers that form a three-dimensional stratigraphic grid. In
surface-based approaches, each timestep of the model randomly samples variables that
parameterize the shape and location of a depositional (or erosional) surface. Sequential placement of these surfaces leads to a three-dimensional rock volume that looks

Fig. 1 Top a submarine fan, consisting of multiple lobes, is created as turbidity currents deposit sediments.
The deposit is approximated by a stack of lobes, each parameterized by its location and orientation, with a
sandy core (white) surrounded by muddy flanks (maroon). Middle and bottom a sequence of lobes builds
up over time, generating a rock volume (vertical axis greatly exaggerated)
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qualitatively similar to formations observed in the field. Surface-based models run in a
fraction of the time of CFD methods and allow the possibility of both data conditioning
and uncertainty quantification (i.e., inversion).
In this work, a single surface-based model called the lobe is used, which simulates
the deposition of submarine fans. This occurs where a submarine channel opens into an
area of lesser slope and turbidity currents spread sediment over a large quasi-circular
area. The fan is built up from lobes, which are elongated pancake-like deposits formed
over multiple flow events (Deptuck et al. 2008). Lobes sequentially superimpose themselves on top of each other with little erosion, with the center of the new lobe tending
to occupy topographic lows producing compensational stacking patterns (Straub et al.
2009). A graphical illustration of this process is shown in Fig. 1.
With lobes, the two-dimensional orientation and center-location of each lobe are
the random variables to be sampled at each timestep. Orientation is sampled from
a fixed angular distribution (e.g., uniform between ±30◦ ), while the center location
is sampled from a state-dependent conditional distribution to simulate a geologically
realistic stacking pattern. This distribution includes factors that represent the competing processes of compensational stacking, clustering, and preferential deposition
near the source. The center-location probability is parameterized as a function of the
current accumulated surface elevation, the distance from the source point, and the
center-location from the previous timestep. Sylvester et al. (2011) gives details of this
lobe generation algorithm.

3 Bayesian Inference, Graphical Models, and Probabilistic
Programming
The goal in this work was to take the lobe model and fit it to data—in other words, find
realizations of a sequence of lobes such that the rock volume it forms matches observed
well data. The Bayesian perspective is adopted to accomplish this: the lobe model is
treated as a structured prior distribution over latent, unknown variables (the position
and orientation of each lobe), and the observed quantities (well logs or seismic measurements) are modeled by a likelihood function. The model is then conditioned on the
observed data, and reasoning can be conducted on the induced posterior distribution.
Let there be T lobes. The indices 1, . . . , T represent the timesteps of the generative
process. Each lobe i has 3 parameters: an x coordinate x xi , a y coordinate x yi , and an
orientation xφi , for a total of 3 ∗ T parameters. These parameters constitute the latent
variable space x = [x x1 , x y1 , xφ1 , . . . , x xT , x yT , xφT ] and are the variables one wishes to
reason about in the lobe model.
Let yk = [yk1 , yk2 , . . . , ykM ] be an array of variables one observes, representing
the observed facies at depths 1, . . . , M. This could be any measurement of the rock
volume resulting from the generative process, but for the remainder of this paper
attention will be restricted to the case of facies. Let y be the set of all N observed well
logs, y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , y N ]. The total state of information in the system is represented
by the joint PDF, p(x, y).The most general solution for Bayesian inference is then
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defined to be the posterior PDF of x conditioned on a specific observation of y
p(x|y) =

p(x, y)
.
p(y)

(1)

Similarly, the conditional probability of the observations for fixed parameters, x, is
p(y|x) =

p(x, y)
,
p(x)

(2)

which is known as the likelihood function when y is fixed and x is varied. Combining
Eqs. (1) and (2) gives Bayes’ rule
p(x|y) =

p(y|x) p(x)
,
p(y)

(3)

which says that, given an observation of y, the posterior state of information is the
normalized product of the prior PDF, p(x), and the likelihood function, p(y|x).
The ultimate goal is to reason about the posterior p(x|y) through an inference
algorithm. For example, maximum a posteriori inference attempts to find x such that
p(x|y) is maximized. If this x can be computed exactly, then this represents the single
best fit of the latent variables x to the data y. However, other inference methods exist:
for example, one could simply ask for a set of samples from p(x|y). These samples
could be used to explore the space of reasonable fits by computing error bars or
visualizations of competing explanatory hypotheses.
Bayes’ rule allows one to reason about a joint distribution p(x, y) by reasoning
about the interactions between the prior p(x) and the likelihood p(y|x). But this
still does not answer the question of how to perform inference in such a distribution.
How can one, for example, draw samples from the posterior with this knowledge?
The answer is that one must leverage structure in the distributions. Modern probabilistic modeling describes this structure using the language of graphical models,
in which a graph G = (V, E) is used to capture structural dependencies between
random variables. Here, V is a set of vertices representing random variables, and
E is a set of edges, with ei, j ∈ E iff vi and v j are dependent; the lack of an
edge denotes conditional independence, which is a useful structure that simplifies
inference.
Graphical models have proven themselves adequate for capturing complex spatial
patterns and have led to many computationally efficient inference algorithms (e.g.,
Kalman filtering, Gibbs sampling, loopy belief-propagation, etc.). Indeed, graphical
models have provided a unified framework for inference in a large variety of different
problems across many disciplines. Nevertheless, there are two limitations of graphical models: first, the number of random variables in a model may be an unknown
quantity, and determined as the model runs. Second—and more relevant in the present
context—the lobe model is characterized by a rich intersection between probabilistic
quantities (such as the unknown position and orientation of each lobe) and deterministic computations (such as the sedimentary processes that relate lobes to each other
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and to the rock volume as a whole). Graphical models concentrate entirely on the
relationships between the random variables and, therefore, hide all of the important
deterministic structure in the model. Fortunately, there is a better way.

3.1 Probabilistic Programming
To go beyond graphical models, one must turn to a new technique called probabilistic programming, a general method of specifying complex generative distributions in
a natural and intuitive way. While graphical models marry statistics and graph theory, probabilistic programming marries probabilistic modeling and computer science
(Pfeffer 2001; Goodman et al. 2008). More formally, a probabilistic program is a
stochastic process represented using a syntax that resembles a modern programming
language. This program is composed of a mix of random elements (such as functions
that sample from Gaussians, Dirichlets, Bernoullis, Gammas, etc.) and deterministic elements (such as datastructures, mathematical operations, memory management,
function calls, etc.). Intuitively, one can think about a probabilistic program as a
normal program containing some random functions; each time the program runs,
it generates a different output. The program, therefore, directly defines a distribution over those outputs, as well as a distribution over any internal variables and
datastructures.
A probabilistic programming language is composed of a library of basic stochastic
building blocks known as elementary random procedures (ERP’s). As the program
runs, it will encounter a sequence of ERP’s and sample values for each. The set of
sampled values is called the trace of the program. The goal of inference in a probabilistic programming language is to condition some ERPs (i.e., fix them to specific
values) and reason about the space of all possible traces that could have generated
those specific ERPs with high likelihood. This offers a different framework to represent the geologic inference problem by specifying the prior model, p(x), as all the
possible execution traces of the lobe generation program. The prior PDF is encoded
not only in the distribution assigned to each ERP, but also into the structure of the
algorithm; the very concept of PDF has become synonymous with that of a computer
program. Since each run of the program represents a sample from p(x), programming elements, such as flow control, recursion, external libraries, data structures, etc.,
are all automatically hard-wired into the PDF. This structure lends itself well to geologic process-based modeling, where one may want to allow the algorithm to change
dynamically based on the current state (for instance, to switch from a lobe-model to a
channel-model given the outcome of an if/then statement). Specifying such a complex
causal structure is impossible within a standard graphical model paradigm. Thus tracebased probabilistic programs subsume and are a generalization of directed graphical
models.
Program 1 (Fig. 2) illustrates a simple version of the lobe model in the probabilistic
programming language Stochastic Matlab, an open-source language. Random ERPs
are denoted in bold face. The model starts by sampling a random number of lobes (line
4) and initializing the volume datastructure, which will hold the final rock volume.
It then loops num_lobes times. At each iteration, the code samples a lobe from
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a probability distribution defined over the surface of the rock volume (denoted by
prob_map). It then renders that lobe by transforming the parameters x x , x y , xφ into
a chunk of rock, which is then deposited additively to the previous surface in line 23.
The probability distribution over the next lobe location is then computed in line 28.
Finally, well logs are extracted from the deposited volume, and some measurement
noise is added.
The model is essentially identical to the matlab code one would write to generate a
sample from a stochastic lobe model; indeed, this is the point of probabilistic programming, and if one were to actually run this program, it would generate random—but
plausibly structured—rock volumes and their corresponding well log statistics. If this
code were run an infinite number of times, one would have defined a joint distribution
over both rock volumes and well logs.

Program 1: Lobe-Based Sedimentary Depositions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

function y = lobe model( initial prob map, well locs )
% sample number of lobes from a poisson distribution
num lobes = poissrnd();
% create an initial (empty) rock volume
volume = zeros( N, N, num lobes+1 );
% this is the initial probability distribution from which
% one samples lobes; it will be modified over time
prob map = initial prob map;
for t=1:num lobes
% sample the t’th lobe from the current probability map
[xtx , xty , xtθ ] = sample lobe( prob map );
% render the lobe by computing its shape, given its
% x,y coordinates and orientation
lobe = render lobe( xtx , xty , xφt );
% deposit the lobe onto our current estimate of the surface
volume(:,:,t) = volume(:,:,t-1) + lobe;
% analyze the surface to construct a new probability map.
% this analysis includes a simple sedimentary flow model,
% as well as some compensational stacking logic.
prob map = update prob map( volume );
end
% a complete rock volume has been constructed.
% now, one must extract a well log from each well location.
% in this case, y{k} will contain facies data.
for k=1:num wells
% each well log is a deterministic function of the
% constructed rock volume, plus measurement noise.
% here, the measurement noise is Gaussian.
y{k} = extract well logs( volume, well locs(k) ) + randn;
end
end

Fig. 2 Lobe generating program
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It is important to note at this point that running Program 1 forward is trivial, but
the goal goes beyond this: it is to condition on the observed y variables (representing
well log information) and reason about the posterior distribution of the x x , x y , xφ
variables. This is almost like running the program backwards: one starts with the
data y and tries to infer x x , x y , xφ . Additionally, it must be reiterated that the salient
geologic features in a process-based model come mostly from the logical structure of
the program, that is, the logic imparted in the algorithm by a geologist, rather than from
the sampled values of the ERPs. This is why, even if one were to choose the values
of the ERPs randomly, the output would still look geologically realistic. Contrast this
to geostatistical methods, where the only realism in the final model is imparted by the
data being conditioned on, or to object-based methods, where the realism often only
comes from the user’s geologic intuition.
Like the prior, the posterior PDF, p(x|y), can also be thought of as a program.
Sampling from it, however, is much harder and involves fixing y, the output of the
program, and then reasoning about the chain of ERP samples that could have given
rise to the final state.
One goal of probabilistic programming is to perform inference on such a posterior program. Another is to avoid the need to code a separate inference algorithm for
each process-based model. Ideally, a general inference engine is developed separately
off-line, and does not have to be changed with different generative programs. These universal algorithms are usually sample based (MCMC or Gibbs) (Goodman et al. 2008;
Milch et al. 2005; Pfeffer 2001), due to their generality and ease of implementation.
Making this dichotomy between scientific modeling and inference allows a geologist
to focus on extracting information from data, rather than debugging a program.

4 Variational Inference
Although probabilistic programming provides an elegant framework for defining
complex distributions, inference in such distributions is still hard. For example, the
distribution p(x, y) defined by Program 1 is hard to work with: it has multiple isolated
modes, complicated dependencies between variables, and even has variables (such as
num_lobes) that govern the existence of other variables. Therefore, how can one
efficiently reason about the posterior p(x|y)?
The approach here is to use variational inference (Jordan et al. 1999; Beal 2003;
Winn and Bishop 2006) to find an easy-to-work-with distribution that approximates
the true distribution of interest, which is often intractable. Since the hard-to-work-with
distribution p(x|y) is implicitly defined through a probabilistic program, an easy-towork-with approximation qθ (x) will be defined through another probabilistic program,
called the variational program, which will be derived automatically from the original
program (the details are described below in Sect. 4.3). It will be very computationally
easy to sample x from the variational program—and because it approximates the
posterior p(x|y), these x values will fit the data better than those from the unconditional
program corresponding to p(x).
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Fig. 3 Controlling a generative process. Left the Galton board. Middle introduction variational parameters
for each choice. Right the resulting mean-field conditioned on the ball dropping into bin #6; color is the
probability of bouncing left

Constructing the variational program is framed as an optimization problem: one
must parameterize the easy-to-work-with family of distributions, qθ (x), with a vector
of parameters θ , and then search within that family for a single distribution that best
approximates the hard-to-work-with distribution p(x|y). This is done by adjusting
the array of parameters θ to minimize some measure of distance between qθ (x) and
p(x|y). This is usually taken to be the Kullback–Leibler divergence, which is zero if
and only if qθ (x) = p(x|y) for all x, and is positive otherwise. Once the best θ has
been found, inference can be performed on qθ (x) instead of p(x|y).
In the following sections the specific optimization objective of variational inference,
the easy-to-work-with family of distributions qθ , and an algorithm for optimizing the
variational objective function will all be discussed.
4.1 A Simple Example: The Galton Board
To illustrate the variational inference concept, consider the Galton board (or quincunx)
shown in Fig. 3. A ball is dropped into the funnel at the top; it sequentially bounces
left or right seven times, each with p = 0.5, yielding x1 , . . . , x7 and drops into one of
the bins y at the bottom. Occupancy probabilities of the bins are given by the binomial
distribution. Now suppose that one conditions on observing y = 6 and wishes to
reason about the posterior p(x1 , . . . , x7 |y = 6). To do this in a variational framework,
one θ must be introduced for each possible random choice and then optimized to match
the posterior. Now, as the ball bounces through the pegs, it is biased by each θ until
it drops neatly into bin 6. Thus, the selection of θ literally controls the evolution of
this generative process; in the more general context of probabilistic programming, θ
controls the evolution of the program such that it produces output that matches the
observed data.
4.2 KL Divergence
Variational inference typically measures the distance between two PDFs using
Kullback–Leibler (KL) Divergence (Cover and Thomas 2012). KL divergence is
defined as
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qθ (x)
dx
p(x|y)
x



qθ (x)
dx + log p(y).
= qθ (x) log
p(y|x) p(x)
x


KL(θ ) =

qθ (x) log

Since, for a given observation of y, p(y) is constant, minimizing this is equivalent to
minimizing the cost function C(θ )



C(θ ) =
x

qθ (x) log

qθ (x)
p(y|x) p(x)


dx.

(4)

One typically solves the KL optimization problem with a coordinate ascent algorithm. This is usually done by computing derivatives analytically, setting them equal
to zero, solving for a coupled set of nonlinear equations, and deriving an iterative
coordinate descent algorithm. If qθ (x) and p(x|y) are not analytically tractable (as
will almost always be the case), the only alternative is to directly optimize over the
space of θ with numerical methods, such as gradient-based optimizers, evolutionary
algorithms, particle swarm algorithms, annealing, etc. The particular approach used
here is gradient descent, which is discussed in Sect. 4.4.
4.3 Mean-Field Probabilistic Programs
Traditional variational inference, which is followed in this work, uses the meanfield approximation to decompose qθ (x) into a product of marginals as qθ (x) =

T
t=1 qθ (x t |θt ), where every random choice ignores the history of the generative
process. Thus, if the original program corresponding to p(x) has T variables in it,
one will derive a new program corresponding to qθ (x), that also has T variables in it,
but these variables will all be independent of each other. In addition, one will ignore
all of the observed data in the new program, making it an unconditional probabilistic
program. In this way one can represent a conditional probabilistic program (which is
hard to work with) with an unconditional probabilistic program (which is easy to work
with). Once an unconditional probabilistic program has been found that approximates
p(x|y) well, generating samples is trivial—one simply runs the program.
The mean-field approximation is summarized in the following steps:
1. At any point t when running the original program, let h t represent the state of all
of the variables in the program up to that point.
2. Recall that in probabilistic programming, random variables are represented as
ERPs, which are stochastic functions. Parameters of these random variables are
passed in as arguments to these stochastic functions. Therefore, each time an ERP
xt is encountered, there is some set of parameters that would have been passed in
that are a subset of h t .
3. A variational parameter θt is used in place of whatever parameters would ordinarily
be passed to the ERP. Instead of sampling xt from p(xt | h t ) one instead samples
from q(xt | θt ) (and the true parameters from h t are ignored).
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4. Let x ( j) = [x1 , x2 , . . . , x T ] represent all of the ERPs sampled from the program.
5. For a given sample x ( j) from the original program, one can calculate its probability
under the prior, p(x ( j) ), its likelihood, p(y|x ( j) ), and its probability under the
variational program, qθ (x ( j) ). These quantities will be used later, when the meanfield probabilistic programs are combined with optimization methods to minimize
the KL divergence.
Figure 4 illustrates how one constructs mean-field probabilistic programs with an
example probabilistic program and its variational equivalent. The example function
generates samples y, and has an internal variable x that is of interest. Each ERP is
denoted in bold and has several parameters. For example, the first ERP on Line 2 is
drawn from a Gaussian, parameterized by 0 and sigma (normal is a Gaussian ERP
which takes an arguments for the mean and variance, and rand(a,b) is uniform
over the set [a, b]).
Suppose one has been given a sample y from this program and wishes to
reason about p(x|y). This is made difficult by the existence of the complex_
deterministic_func right in the middle of the program, which is why one
chooses to find an easy-to-work-with approximation. To construct the mean-field
approximation, all the parameters of all ERPs are replaced with new variational parameters. For example, the first ERP on line 2 is drawn from a Gaussian, parameterized
by 0 and sigma. These parameters are replaced by θ1 and θ2 in the variational program. Similarly, for the normal ERP on line 5, instead of using parameter mu, the
variational parameter θ3 is used. (Note that a dependency exists between x and mu
through the control logic, but not the parameterization). Therefore, the goal of the
optimization would be to find settings of θ = [θ1 , . . . , θ5 ] such that qθ (x) is as close
as possible to p(x|y). The next sections describe how.

Probabilistic program A
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function y = simple program( sigma )
x = normal( 0.0, sigma );
if x>1
mu = complex deterministic func( x );
y = normal( mu, 1.0 );
else
y = rand( 0, 1 );
end
end

Automatically derived mean-field variational program A
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function y = simple program( sigma )
x = normal( θ1 , θ2 );
if x>1
mu = complex deterministic func( x );
y = normal( θ3 );
else
y = rand(θ4 , θ5 );
end
end

Fig. 4 A simple probabilistic program, and the corresponding mean-field variational program
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4.4 KL Optimization Via Stochastic Gradients
The simplest approach to minimizing Eq. (4) is stochastic gradient descent. Here, a
method will be described that will optimize the parameters θ . The gradient of the KL
divergence is



∇θ C(θ ) = ∇θ

x

qθ (x) log

qθ (x)
p(y|x) p(x)


dx.

(5)

Evaluating this integral to calculate the gradient vector is intractable in general. For
example, in the case of the lobe model, this would involve integrating over all possible
latent positions and orientations of the lobes. One must adopt a different approach:
Monte Carlo integration can be used to approximate the full integral. Following Appendix A, the gradient expression in Eq. (5) can be simplified into the following equation:
1 
[∇θ log qθ (x ( j) )] log
∇θ C(θ ) ≈
N ( j)
x



qθ (x ( j) )
p(y|x ( j) ) p(x ( j) )


,

(6)

with x ( j) ∼ qθ (x), j = 1 . . . N .
This expression can be simplified even more in the context of directed generative
models, such as
the ones described by probabilistic programs. Assume that one can
T
p(x |h ) and assume that the variational approximation factors
rewrite p(x) = t=1
T t t
similarly as qθ (x) = t=1
q(xt |θt ). Then one can rewrite Eq. (6) as
 T
 T

 ( j)
1   ( j)
∇θ C(θ ) ≈
Gt
Dt − log p(y|x ( j) ) ,
N ( j)
x

( j)

( j)

t=1

(7)

t=1

( j)

( j)

where G t = ∇θt log q(xt |θt ) is the local ERP gradient and Dt = log q(xt |θt )−
( j)
log p(xt |h t ) is the local KL divergence (note that if q and p are equal, this will always
be zero). One can then see that the overall gradient ∇θ C(θ ) is a weighted combination
of local gradients, with weights given by Dt and − log p(y|x ( j) ). One might interpret
this as a balancing act: the optimization objective attempts to balance the amount by
which q diverges from p (measured at every point t) against the quality of the fit to
the data (measured by the likelihood p(y|x)).
This approach has four appealing properties: first, one may select qθ (x) such that
it is easy to generate samples x ( j) ; second, given a sample x ( j) , it is easy to compute
both qθ (x ( j) ) and p(y|x ( j) ) p(x ( j) ), especially given the factorized form described in
Eq. (7); third, the gradient computation only requires derivatives of the log probability
of the random variables instantiated in the sample—it does not require derivatives of
any deterministic structure connecting random variables; and, fourth, the Monte Carlo
integrals in Eqs. (6) and (7) are amenable to massive parallelization, thus greatly
speeding up calculations.
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Stochastic Gradients for Mean-Field Programs
• Initialize variational parameters θ
• While θ not converged:
• Generate Monte-Carlo estimate of ∇θ C(θ) by repeating for j = 1, · · · , N :
• Set G(j) = 0, R(j) = 0
• Run the mean-field probabilistic program:
• When an ERP xt is encountered:
(j)
(j)
• Sample xt according to q(xt |θt ) (if this is the first time the ERP is
encountered, initialize θt to an arbitrary value).
(j)

(j)

• Compute the log-likelihood log q(xt |θt ) of xt
field program.
(j)

(j)

• Compute the log-likelihood log p(xt |ht ) of xt
program.
(j)

• Compute the local divergence Dt
(j)

• Compute the local gradient Gt

according to the meanaccording to the original

(j)

(j)

= log q(xt |θt ) − log p(xt |ht )
(j)

= ∇θt log q(xt |θt )

• When data is encountered, compute log p(y|x(j) )
• Compute weighted gradient: ψ j = (
• Compute full Monte-Carlo gradient: ψ =

t

(j)

Gt )(

1
N

N
j=1

t

(j)

Dt

− log p(y|x(j) )).

ψj

• Update variational parameters with stepsize α: θ = θ − αψ

Fig. 5 The central Monte-Carlo KL optimization algorithm for probabilistic programs

4.5 Stochastic Gradients from Mean-Field Probabilistic Programs
The ideas presented in the previous two sections can be combined in an elegant way:
one can compute the KL gradient of mean-field probabilistic programs using nothing
more than samples from the unconditional program. Figure 5 provides pseudo-code
for the final algorithm. Note that a simple steepest-descent gradient-based optimizer
has been chosen, although more sophisticated stochastic optimization algorithms may
also be used. Thus, the only requirement on the probabilistic program is to be able to
compute the log likelihood of an ERP value, as well as its gradient with respect to its
parameters. Note that everything above holds regardless of (I) the analytic tractability
of the distributions in the stochastic program; (II) the control logic of the stochastic
program; and (III) the actual parametrization of q(xt |θt ). In particular, it must again be
emphasized that the gradients of deterministic structure are not necessary (for example,
the function complex_deterministic_func in Fig. 4).

5 Results and Discussion
In this section, experimental results are presented that show how to find the parameters
θ of the variational distribution, qθ (x). Comparisons to other methods are also shown,
and demonstrate that, while not perfect, the variational approach has many appealing
properties.
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5.1 Setup
The basic probabilistic program for the lobe model was shown in Program 1. As
discussed in Sect. 3, each lobe i has 3 parameters (an x coordinate x xi , a y coordinate
x yi , and an orientation xφi ). The number of lobes is fixed at 200 for all runs of the lobe
model, yielding a total of 600 parameters. These 600 parameters constitute the latent
variable space x = [x x1 , x y1 , xφ1 , . . . x x200 , x y200 , xφ200 ]. Each lobe’s position (x x and x y )
is sampled from a joint multinomial over a 100 × 100 grid. The parameters of this
multinomial are given by the model, plus the positions of previous lobes, so that
[x xi , x yi ] ∼ p(x xi , x yi |x x1 , x y1 , . . . , x xi−1 , x yi−1 ).
The variational program is structurally identical to the target program, but each
latent variable is approximated with a simpler distribution. The full joint distribution
is approximated over x x and x y for each lobe with two independent multinomials, each
of which have independent parameters that do not depend on previous lobe positions
x xi ∼ p(x xi |θxi )
x yi ∼ p(x yi |θ yi )
xφi ∼ p(xφi |θφi ).
Thus, the variational parameters are θ = [θx1 , θ y1 , θφ1 , . . . , θx200 , θ y200 , θφ200 ]. Here, one
can see the unconditional nature of the variational approximation clearly: the distribution of (for example) x xi does not depend on values of x x , x y or xφ for previous
lobes. One also sees the variational optimization objective clearly: one must find the
best setting of the θ ’s to reasonably approximate the true posterior, p(x|y).
The data y consists of three well logs drawn from the distribution p(y|x). These
are shown in Fig. 6. Conditioning only occurs on well #1 and well #3; well #2 is set
aside for prediction tasks discussed below. Both well logs represent facies type (either
0 or 1) as a function of depth. The initial basin bathymetry was initialized with real
sea-floor data, and is also shown in Fig. 6.
Finding the best variational program requires minimizing the KL divergence
KL(qθ (x)|| p(x|y)) over all possible θ . To do this, stochastic gradient descent was
used, as outlined in Sect. 4.4. Figure 7 shows a typical sample drawn from qθ , with
optimized values of θ . The figure shows a slice of the total basin, and a cut-out showing
the wells and the lobes near them. The resulting well logs are compared with the true
well logs. For comparison to other results that will follow, note that this particular
sample yielded an MSE of −134.5, which is among the better samples generated.
5.2 Results: Fitting the Data
It is first shown how difficult it is to fit the data using the model. Initial results are
shown in Fig. 8. This compares three methods of generating samples that try to fit the
data. Fit is measured as the log-likelihood of the data under a Gaussian distribution
with a mean that is the predicted well values from the model; this is equivalent to
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Well #1
MCMC

Well #2
MCMC

Well #3
MCMC
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Depth (m)
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1300

1400
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1600

1700

Facies type (sand/shale)

Fig. 6 Initial conditions of the lobe model. Top the initial bathymetry, with the well locations and deposition
source (a river) identified. Bottom the well logs show facies type as a function of depth; for these experiments,
only two facies types (shale and sand) are used; these are encoded as 0 or 1. A facies type of 0.5 means “no
rock present.” Conditioning occurs only on well #1 and well #3; well #2 is held out as part of a structured
prediction task
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Fig. 7 A sample from the variational inference-based conditioning. The full rock geometry is shown in the
upper-left, with a detail of the lobes and well logs shown in the lower-left. The two facies types (sand/shale)
are shown as green and gray. The resulting well logs (right-hand side) are then compared to the ground
truth. In this particular sample, the model has fit the largest features, but has missed several of the smaller
shale layers

negative mean-squared error (higher is better, and a value of 0 represents a perfect fit
to the data). Let y1 be a vector of the true values for well #1, and y2 the values for well
#2, and let y1 and y2 be the predicted values for each well. Negative MSE is computed
as
M

M


i
2
i
2
i
i
MSE(y1 , y2 , y1 , y2 ) = −
(y1 − y1 ) +
(y2 − y2 ) ,
(8)
i=1

i=1

where M is the depth of the well log, as counted in samples.
Each panel in Fig. 8 shows a histogram of how many samples achieved a particular
fit to the data. The top panel shows what happens if one tries to fit the data simply by
drawing samples from the unconditional program p(x). Since this distribution is not
actually conditioned on the data, these samples (unsurprisingly) do not fit the data well,
with an average log-likelihood of −400. The bottom panel illustrates the fit achieved
by MCMC inference. For MCMC, a proposal distribution was used that tweaked one
variable at a time, and then the model was re-run to evaluate the likelihood of the data
given the resulting rock volume. This is a costly procedure; each likelihood evaluation
takes about 0.5 s, and each run of MCMC required hundreds of steps to shift the
lobes into reasonable positions. Furthermore, MCMC would easily get stuck in local
maxima. To help compensate for this, a random-restart procedure was used: the initial
conditions were reset, and then MCMC was run until it reached a local maximum,
which represents a sample from the posterior. As a result of the computational expense
of this procedure, only 80 samples were generated. The bottom panel illustrates the
results. Samples from MCMC fit the data much better (although not perfectly); the
mean data log-likelihood is about −180. The middle panel of the figure illustrates
samples taken from the variational posterior pθ (x) after optimizing θ . These fit the
data much better than the prior, and only slightly worse than full MCMC.
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Fig. 8 Evaluating how well samples from different inference methods fit the data. The x-axis represents
the data log-likelihood for a particular sample (equivalent to negative mean-squared error; higher is better,
and a value of 0 represents a perfect fit to the data)

The key learning must be reiterated here: fitting the observed well data in the
process-based geologic model is not easy. The variational program fared better than
the unconditional prior program, and the MCMC sampling method tended to fit the
data even better, but at a very high cost—it ran a full 24 h to generate its 80 samples,
while the variational program generated around 800 samples in only 10 minutes. If
one were only interested in finding the model that most accurately fits the well data,
it would be faster to let the variational program simply run longer until one gets a
sample from the far right tail of its histogram.
5.3 Results: Well Log Prediction
With the variational posterior in hand, one can now interrogate the model to make many
structured queries. Here, the focus was on a prediction task: given the model and the
well logs, how accurately can one predict what a well log would look like if drilled in a
new, unexplored area? As explained in Fig. 6, the model was conditioned on well logs
#1 and #3, but well log #2 was held out and its values predicted using probabilistic
inference. Multiple methods were tested; each was required to make a prediction for
facies type at specified depths in the well log and was evaluated by the log-likelihood of
the data given the prediction. The methods tested were the variational approach, basic
MCMC, and simple kriging based on an empirically determined covariance matrix.
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Recall that facies values are coded as either 0 or 1; each method was allowed to
predict fractional values to represent uncertainty or an expected value. Three different likelihoods were evaluated. The first is a standard Gaussian likelihood (which is
equivalent to negative MSE), which is commonly referred to as an L2 distance. For a
true well log y and a predicted well log y, L2 error is given by
L2(y, y) = −

M

(y i − y i )2 ,

(9)

i=1

where M is the depth of the well log, as counted in samples. A log-Laplacian likelihood,
or L1 metric, was also tested and is given by
L1(y, y) = −

M


|y i − y i |.

(10)

i=1

Since the facies values are all guaranteed to be binary values, another appropriate
likelihood is a Bernoulli likelihood: the expected facies value y i at depth i is interpreted
as the probability of a Bernoulli variable
M


i
i
BL(y, y) =
δ(y , 1) log( y i ) + δ(y , 0) log(1 − y i ) ,
(11)
i=1

where δ is the Kronecker delta indicating when its arguments are equal. The L2 metric
gives high weight to large errors, thereby favoring very conservative predictions. The
L1 metric provides a linearly increasing weight to large errors, thereby reducing the
impact of outliers. The Bernoulli metric, like the L2 metric, gives a high penalty to
overly confident predictions that are wrong. Table 1 provides an overview of the
results. It begins with a naive baseline method that predicts a value of 0.5 at each
depth. This yields an L2 error of −234, an L1 error of −469, and a Bernoulli error of
−650.
To test kriging, the simple kriging method outlined in Kane et al. (2004) was
used, where well data (samples from p(y|x)) were used to estimate the covariance
matrix between wells. Approximately 10,000 samples were drawn from the prior and
constructed an empirical covariance matrix that related the facies at each depth in each
of the three wells to each other. Each well was represented as a vector of 700 values;
the covariance matrix was, therefore, 2100×2100. Figure 9 shows the prior covariance
matrix. The strong diagonals indicate that virtually no useful covariance information
was learned; facies at a depth d in one well co-vary only with facies between depths
d − 1 and d + 1 in the other wells. Using this empirical covariance matrix a Gaussian
approximation to the posterior was estimated: the Gaussian was conditioned on the
observed values for well #1 and #3, and estimated the expected value of the values
for well #2. This yielded an L2 error of -63, which is the best L2 metric, and a L1
likelihood of −177, which is the worst L1 metric (apart from the baseline). Note that
because Kriging can predict values that are outside [0, 1], it cannot be interpreted as
the parameter of a Bernoulli variable.
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Table 1 Results of different prediction schemes
Method

L2 likelihood

L1 likelihood

Bernoulli likelihood

0.5 baseline

−234

−469

−650

MCMC single best

−113

−115

−525

MCMC basic

−82

−169

−285

MCMC pointwise

−75

−151

−255

−116

−118

−539

Variational basic

−94

−163

−375

Variational pointwise

−74

−129

−282

Kriging

−63

−177

n/a

Variational single best

Higher is better. The variational approach proposed here is competitive with all other techniques. Importantly, for the L2 and Bernoulli likelihoods, predictions made using any of the distribution-based methods
outperform predictions made based on the single best realization
Bold values indicate the highest value in each column

Fig. 9 The covariance matrix for a Gaussian approximation to the joint distribution over well-values.
The strong diagonals indicate that information contained at one depth is only informative about a few
surrounding depths

Turning to the MCMC method, samples were generated to compute the expected
facies at each depth (optionally weighting each sample by the likelihood). This yielded
a very good fit to the data and gives a very good predicted value, which is reported in
the table as MCMC basic.
One can also predict well values in more nuanced ways. One alternative is to weight
samples according to how well they fit a particular depth: if a particular sample fits
both wells at a certain depth, and they both agree on the facies value at that depth, one
can be somewhat confident that the facies value at the same depth in a new well will
be the same. One can, therefore, define a new predictor as a function of depth as
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Pointwise(d|y1 , y2 , y1 , y2 ) = y1d δ(y1d , y1d )δ(y2d , y2d )
+ 0.5 ∗ (1−δ(y1d , y1d )δ(y2d , y2d )),

(12)

where δ is the Kronecker delta that indicates when two arguments are the same. The
expectation of this value is taken over the samples generated by MCMC. This works
quite well: the MSE is −75 and is reported in the table as MCMC pointwise. One can
use the samples generated from variational inference in the same way. These values are
reported in the table and tell a consistent story: the predictions obtained by variational
samples are comparable to those obtained by full MCMC.
As a final comparison, predictions were generated for well #2 using only information contained in the single best sample generated by each method. This generated an
L1 and L2 error of around −115 and a Bernoulli likelihood of about −530. For the
L1 and Bernoulli likelihoods, this is considerably worse than any of the distributionbased methods. This suggests an important conclusion: it is better to use all of the
information contained in a distribution when making predictions, as opposed to using
just a point estimate or the maximum likelihood fit. This also suggests that instead of
working hard to find a single best fit, it is more important to find a good distribution
that is tractable, even if such a distribution is crude. Intuitively, the reason for this is
that it is impossible to fit the data perfectly. Different model realizations fit different
parts of the data better or worse; relying on only one realization, even if it is the best
overall fit, cannot fit all of the nuances in the data. By computing an expectation over
an entire distribution of fits, different realizations fit different aspects of the data, and in
aggregate, they do a remarkable job at giving a good overall fit. For visual comparison,
the averaged results from MCMC (pointwise) and variation inference (pointwise) are
compared with Kriging and overlaid on the true well data in Fig. 10.
5.4 Results: Stratigraphic Correlation Analysis
For the purposes of oil production, it is often useful to know the connectivity structure
of rock volumes to determine how oil will flow (or not flow) during production. One
can use the lobe model to ask how different depths of both well logs are connected
by examining which lobe was responsible for a particular facies at a particular depth.
While Kriging was shown to provide the best overall L2 likelihood, its simple covariance model cannot be used to make these kinds of structured predictions. To do this
one needs samples from the posterior distribution, not just its moments. This leads
us to the final set of experiments that involve a complex structured prediction task:
stratigraphic correlation between wells.
j
Consider two different depths i and j in two wells, y1i and y3 . If one assumes that
shale layers exist at lobe boundaries, it may be reasonably predicted that these points
are not connected unless the sediments at depth i in well #1 were deposited by the
same lobe as the sediments at depth j in well #3. If one can compute the probability
that such sediments came from the same lobe, one can draw correspondences between
well depths, which may suggest certain connectivity patterns that are not obvious from
a simple examination of the well logs.
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Fig. 10 On the left and right the expected fit on well #1, derived from samples generated via MCMC. Salient
features are qualitatively captured well (similar expectations can be generated using the other methods, but
are virtually identical to those shown here). Middle three panels predictions for well #2 derived from samples
from three different methods

To assess stratigraphic correlation, it may be desirable to compute the probability
j
that the sediments at y1i and y3 were deposited by the same lobe. Let lobe1 (x, i) be
a function that identifies the lobe that deposited the sediments in well #1 at depth
i, given the lobe parameters x. Define lobe3 (x, j) to be the same function for well
j
#3 at depth j. Let Ci j be a binary variable indicating whether or not y1i and y3 are
connected. It is assumed that some distribution exists over x, which is given either
by the prior p(x), or a variational approximation qθ (x) to the posterior p(x|y). In
either case, the probability p(Ci j ) of connectivity is the expectation over x of whether
lobe1 (x, i) = lobe3 (x, j) or not
p(Ci j ) = Ex {lobe1 (x, i) = lobe3 (x, j)}
≈

N
1 
(lobe1 (x (k) , i) = lobe3 (x (k) , j)),
N
k=1

x

(k)

∼ p(x), k = 1, . . . , N ,

(13)

for all pairs of depths i, j.
The quality of the connectivity analysis will depend on the choice of distribution
over x. Results of the analysis will now be contrasted under two different distributions:
the prior p(x) and the variational posterior qθ (x). Beginning with the prior, Eq. (13)
computes using a Monte-Carlo estimate using samples drawn from p(x). For each
sample, Ci j is computed for all i, j. Here again, the importance of being able to draw
high-quality samples quickly can be seen; the more samples, the better the estimate
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Fig. 11 Stratigraphic correlation analysis between well #1 and #3, generated under two different distributions. Shown is the probability of two given depths coming from the same lobe. A pixel (i, j) represents
j
the probability that depth y1i is connected to y3 . The left shows probability of connection under the prior;
the right shows the probability of connection under the variational posterior

of p(Ci j ). The results are shown in Fig. 11. The color of a pixel i, j is proportional to
Ci j (a different visualization of the same data is shown in Fig. 12). Once again, one
sees that the prior is uninformative; a depth i in well #1 is probably connected to a few
depths around it in well #3. Remember that the prior does not look at the data, so this
analysis misses some obvious correspondences, but in the absence of any data, this is
the expected conclusion.
Next, the same analysis is made using the variational posterior, qθ (x). The same
analysis as above was performed, and the same visualizations were generated, again
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Here, one sees a much more structured connectivity: blocks
of rock at certain depths are likely to be connected in interesting ways to blocks at
other depths. This suggests that the posterior is capturing structure which may not be
evident from a cursory glance at the well logs.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
A suite of insights has been presented that, when put together, leads to a new way
to think about process-based geological modeling, and also how to condition these
models on data.
1. A Bayesian formulation for fitting models to data has been presented. Structured
geologic knowledge can be encoded as a generative model p(x, y); the posterior
p(x|y) gives a rich distribution over possible explanations for the data.
2. Probabilistic programming offers a new conceptual framework for encoding geologic knowledge that is free of the limitations of graphical models. Using the
equivalence between a PDF and a computer program, it allows programming concepts to be hard-wired into a probability distribution and naturally gives rise to
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Fig. 12 Stratigraphic
correlation analysis between
well #1 and #3, generated under
two different distributions. This
figure shows the same
information as Fig. 11 in a
different way. On the left the
expected connectivity under the
prior. Depths generated by the
same lobe are connected by a
line of the same color; the color
map cycles through several
colors linearly with depth in well
#1 and then connects each point
to its most probably
corresponding location in well
#3. The prior is largely
uninformative: the fact that the
lines go straight across indicate
that two points at the same depth
are probably connected. On the
right the same connectivity, but
under the variational posterior
showing much more structure

distributions over structured entities such as lobes, channels, basins, etc. It also
offers the potential of separating the acts of scientific modeling and inference,
thereby simplifying the work of a professional geologist.
3. Inference in probabilistic programs is hard, but variational inference is a general
purpose candidate with appealing properties. In variational inference a surrogate
PDF, qθ (x), is constructed that is close to the posterior PDF p(x|y) as measured
by KL divergence. This leads to an alternative probabilistic program based on a
partial mean-field approximation. Samples of qθ (x) can be then generated quickly
by sampling the separate ERPs independently. In the context of the lobe model, this
means that, if one can accurately calculate the θ s, one can then quickly generate
multiple lobe models that all fit the well data equally well.
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4. A stochastic gradient based optimizer was presented for finding optimal θ s quickly.
The algorithm lends itself to massive parallelism, which greatly enhances the
performance of the method.
5. The method was applied to a synthetic data set consisting of three well logs
extracted from a synthetic rock volume generated as an unconditional realization of p(x). It was seen that the derived variational program was able to quickly
generate multiple samples that all fit the well data to a high degree of fidelity.
Furthermore, it was illustrated experimentally that using information contained in
distributions over latent quantities generates more accurate predictions than any
single guess about the latent quantities, even if the distribution is crude.
Taken together, the use of variational inference in probabilistic programs seems
to be a principled, effective way to express and reason about geologic knowledge.
Importantly, this methodology is not limited to lobe models: any process-based geologic model that can be expressed as a stochastic generative process is a candidate for
the methodology.
There are still significant research challenges. While probabilistic programming
provides an appealing framework for expressing knowledge, scalable inference is
challenging. Variational inference is not the only possibility; optimization methods,
gradient-based methods, and MCMC have all been proposed in the context of probabilistic programming. Each has different scalability properties; it is an open question
as to which is the most suitable one for geological applications.
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Appendix: Derivations of Equations
Derivation of Eq. (6)



qθ (x)
∇θ C(θ ) = ∇θ qθ (x) log
dx
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
dx
= ∇θ qθ (x) log
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
dx
= [∇θ qθ (x)] log
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
dx
+ qθ (x) ∇θ log
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
dx
= [∇θ qθ (x)] log
p(y|x) p(x)
x

+ qθ (x)[∇θ (log qθ (x) − log p(y|x) p(x))]dx
x



qθ (x)
= [∇θ qθ (x)] log
dx
p(y|x) p(x)
x
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+ qθ (x)[∇θ log qθ (x) − ∇θ log p(y|x) p(x)]dx
x



qθ (x)
= [∇θ qθ (x)] log
dx
p(y|x) p(x)
x

+ qθ (x)[∇θ log qθ (x) − 0]dx
x



qθ (x)
= [∇θ qθ (x)] log
dx
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
dx
= qθ (x)[∇θ log qθ (x)] log
p(y|x) p(x)
x



qθ (x)
= Eqθ (x) ∇θ log qθ (x) log
p(y|x) p(x)


1 
qθ (x ( j) )
( j)
≈
[∇θ log qθ (x )] log
.
N ( j)
p(y|x ( j) ) p(x ( j) )

(14)

x



The
 identity x qθ (x)∇θ log qθ (x) = 0 has been used, since x qθ (x)∇θ log qθ (x) =
x ∇θ qθ (x) = ∇θ x qθ (x) = ∇θ 1 = 0.
Derivation of Eq. (7)


qθ (x ( j) )
1 
( j)
(∇θ log qθ (x )) log
∇θ C(θ ) ≈
N ( j)
p(y|x ( j) ) p(x ( j) )
x




T
T
( j)

1 
( j)
t=1 q(x t |θt )
∇θ log
q(xt |θt ) log
=
T
( j)
N ( j)
p(y|x ( j) ) t=1
p(xt |h t )
t=1
x

 T
1  
( j)
=
∇θt log q(xt |θt )
N ( j)
t=1
x
 T

T


( j)
(
j)
×
log q(xt |θt ) − log p(y|x ( j) ) −
log p(xt |h t )
t=1

t=1


 T
1  
( j)
=
∇θt log q(xt |θt )
N ( j)
t=1
x
 T


( j)
( j)
( j)
×
(log q(xt |θt ) − log p(xt |h t )) − log p(y|x ) .

(15)

t=1
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